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KEEPING US SAFE FROM NATURAL HAZARDS

I am unsure just how natural most of the hazards mentioned in this section really are. They
are hazards but most are a result of the behaviour of the past populatios, and unfortunately
at present we seem to be fairly minimal in preventing future 'natural' hazards.
WATER MANAGEMENT.

We cannot continue to irrigate the land forcing if to produce intensively in a manner not
sustainable long term.. Eventually the rivers, creeks, ground waters and ultimately the
land will pay the penalty for this. Our grandchildren or great-grandchildren will be trying
to work out ways to remediate the land from another'natural' hazard.
Some land is suitable for intensive dairying but large chunks of the Canterbury Plains are
being forced in a manner that does not respect the land.
First the land is cleared of trees (maybe trees help reduced water loss in a nor'wester) and
big fire heaps smoulder pollution for weeks.
Sometimes the land is landscaped with natural undulations smoothed. Fencing and gravel
roads.

Some fertilizer and grass seed.
Then irrigation. Hot sun or windy weather the irrigation still continues. Not only huge
quantities used but huge quantities wasted.
I am concerned about the long term effects extensive, intensive irrigation will have on
Canterbury land but also the effect on the water sources and the pollution from the run off.
We have only one water source.Mountain run off, snow melt, river and stream flow,
ground water or rain. It is all part o f the same source so if we take from any one o f those
we are taking from our one water source.
The pollution is to the land and down stream.
Maybe it is time to limit the use of irrigation even if it affects land use. Right now we may
be doing the NZ and Fontera shareholders a favour but our decendants may pay the price.
BIODIVERSITY

For every water unit a farmer puts on the land the farmer should be required to deliver
towarda the diversity along any waterways on their property or to deliver a set dollar
amount for river way biodiversity development within the region. This should be an
expected part for the privilege of pumping water on to land.
TRANSPORT

The decision made against passenger rail transport seemed to have been made swiftly after
little more than a glance at the issue. With an open mind please review this decision
taking care to consult appropriately.
Buses should link from the rail service across the city.

Cycleways. Encouraging walking, cycling, boarding or blading is as much an
environmental issue as are clean water. Develop extensive safe cycleways, largely
separated from vehicles, in a manner seen in many European cities ie Berlin. Don't think
that cyclists always want the wandering route through a park. Just as a car driver hopes to
get to work as directly and efficiently as possible so to does the cyclist so consider
efficient cycleway routes not always the scenic wander through the park.
Encouraging walking, biking, blading or boarding contributes to improved health of the
population. Ecan should also keep that in mind.
Transport of goods. Encourage transport of goods by rail and aim to reduce the use of
trucking. There must be significant gains for the environment by increasing the use of rail
for goods transport.
AIR QUALITY

With air quality and the ozone layer in mind: How many home heating fires burning for
how long equates to the pollution from one hectare of rural burn off or one heap of wood
scrap smouldering for days out in a paddock?
Incidentally a good amount of the timber in that heap would have heated some homes for
the winter.

SETTING THE RULES

Educate and encourage but don't be lenient on those who blatantly the rules. To transgress
a second time is flaunting the rules and consequences should follow. Others have to pay
for a repeated flaunting of the rules. A prime example is a composting business which
continued to produce stench for years making life miserable for others living within a
wide area, and who then capped the stench offence with a fire which still continues to
pollute.
REGIONAL LEADERSHIP

NgaiTahu have significant farming interests and I wonder how current commercial interest
ranks with caring for the land for the mokopuna.
To work better with the Canterbury individuals we need to elect our Ecan governance team
and not have board of government appointees.
Judy Beatson.

